Abstract-A flexible uniplanar Artificial Magnetic Conductor (AMC) design is presented. FEM simulations used to design and analyze the performance of the AMC structure are shown. Its performance under flat and bent conditions is characterized by means of reflection coefficient phase measurements of a manufactured prototype in an anechoic chamber. Broad AMC operation bandwidth and polarization angle independency is found for the prototype in both flat and bent situations. In addition, its angular margin under oblique incidence operation is also measured.
I. INTRODUCTION
Artificial magnetic conductor (AMC) structures [1] - [2] have attracted a lot of attention due to their unique properties in controlling the propagation of electromagnetic waves. Some of these properties can be used to face antennas and microwaves circuits' problems.
The development of low-cost AMCs that can be easily integrated in microwave and millimeterwave circuits has focused recent research effort. This has been tackled by designing EBGs without via holes [2] - [5] (in contrast to designs consisting in patches with via holes [1] , [7] ) and, by using a unilayer periodic Frequency Selective Surface (FSS) over a metallic ground plane (in contrast to multilayered FSSs [13] ).
The main drawback of using unilayer FSSs over a metallic ground plane is the very narrow AMC operation bandwidth, due to EBGs' inherent resonant nature. However, by optimizing unit cell geometry design and by using relatively low relative dielectric permittivity substrates (which in addition reduces the cost) this drawback can be compensated, to some extent.
In addition, a burgeoning research topic is the analysis of flexible AMCs' performance, since in some of the AMCs' prospect applications, such as its use in Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tags over metallic objects [4] , wearable antennas [8] - [12] and RCS reduction, it would be desirable to have the AMC object-shape-adapted. Aiming to accomplish the later, the designed AMC should be flexible (especially in the case of objects with curved surfaces) but without losing its functionality.
In this contribution, a flexible AMC which meets the reduced-cost and easy-to-manufacture-and-integrate requirements is presented.
II. UNIPLANAR AMC DESIGN The resonance frequency and the bandwidth of an AMC design depend on the unit cell geometry together with substrate's relative dielectric permittivity and thickness.
In this contribution is used the same unit cell design of [6] (see Fig.1 ), with dimensions W x W = 11.52 mm x 11.52 mm and having four symmetry planes, but with a different dielectric substrate, RO3003 of Rogers (instead of Arlon 25N used in [6] ), which is bendable and has the same thickness (h = 0.762 mm (30mils)), a slightly lower relative dielectric permittivity ( r = 3.0) and loss tangent (0.0013).
To search for the frequency band in which the periodic structure behaves as an AMC, its reflection coefficient for a uniform incident plane wave is simulated, using Finite Element Method (FEM) together with the Bloch-Floquet theory, modelling a single cell of the structure with periodic boundary conditions (PBC) on its sides, resembling the modelling of an infinite structure [1] . A waveport is positioned a half-wavelength above the periodic surface and normal plane waves are launched to illuminate it. The phase reference plane is chosen at the periodic surface. As in [1] , the phase of the reflection coefficient of the AMC plane is compared to that of a PEC plane taken as reference. Fig.1 shows the simulated reflection coefficient phase of the designed AMC structure. The resonance frequency is 6.03GHz and the AMC operation bandwidth is 472MHz (7.84%). As it could be expected, there is a slight shift to a
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higher resonance frequency for the same unit cell size, due to the reduction in the relative dielectric permittivity. If the resonance frequency is desired to be kept in the 5.8GHz band (e.g. for RFID tag applications) using RO3003 with 30 mils thickness, the unit cell size has to be slightly increased by a 1.05 scale factor.
III. MEASUREMENTS RESULS
Laser micromachining has been used to manufacture a 12x12 cells planar AMC prototype to be measured in order to validate the simulation results.
A flexible AMC can be bent in many arbitrary ways. Two typical different possibilities have been selected and tested between the multiple possible ways of bending (see Fig.2 ): a "creeping" pattern (henceforth referred as creeping prototype) which can be caused in textile AMC integrated in the garment when the arm is bent at the elbow, and a "smooth" pattern (henceforth referred as smooth prototype) which can be caused in the torso or in the shoulder. (a) Fig. 2 Bending patters: a) smooth prototype with W=120mm, and h=10mm; b) creeping prototype with W1=56.6mm, W2=30.0mm, W3=21.5mm, W4= 18.3mm and h=5 mm.
The measurement setup in anechoic chamber is the same used for rigid AMC characterization. Two horn antenna probes working in the band 5-7 GHz have been chosen as Tx and Rx. The separation between each probe and the objectunder-test is 5 m. Taking into account the object-under-test size (D = 13.82 cm) and the upper limit of the frequency band (7 GHz, = 4.28 cm), far-field distance can be estimated as RFF = 2D 2 / = 0.89 m, so the proposed measurement setup ensures that the scattered field is acquired in the far-field region.
Regarding the followed methodology [1] , is the same used for the full-wave simulation, and is based on the utilization of a reference measurement (metallic plate) to calculate the reflection coefficient of the AMC substrate.
The flat AMC has been firstly characterized and then the prototype has been bent and measured. Fig.1 renders the measured reflection phase of the flat and bent manufactured prototypes together with the flat AMC structure simulation results for normal incidence conditions. The flat prototype has the resonance at 6.23GHz which means a 3.3% deviation with respect to the simulation (6.03GHz) due to under-etching in the laser micromachining. From table I and Fig. 1 there is no frequency shift for the manufactured creeping bent prototype with respect to the flat prototype resonance, whereas the smooth bent prototype has its resonance at 6.27GHz, which means just a 0.6% deviation with respect to the flat prototype. The flat prototype shows a 392MHz (6.29%) AMC operation bandwidth in good agreement with simulated value (7.84%) (see Fig.1 ) whereas the creeping bent prototype shows 387MHz (6.19%) and the smooth bent AMC shows 416MHz (6.63%), even slightly wider than that of the flat prototype.
The reflection phase stability of the manufactured AMC prototypes with respect to the incident field polarization angle ( ) has been also tested through measurements. Under normal incidence ( inc = 0º), it has been proved that the flat prototype presents the same reflection phase for any polarization due to the unit cell symmetry [6] . In the case of the bent prototype, this invariance with respect to the polarization angle is also present, as shown in Fig. 4 where the reflection phase for different polarization angles is represented. Fig. 4 Reflection phase of the manufactured smooth prototype for different incident field (E inc ) polarization angles ( ).
The angular stability under oblique incidence has been analyzed for the smooth prototype since it presents a slight frequency shift and variation in the bandwidth of AMC performance with respect to the flat prototype. The reflection coefficient phase versus frequency, for different incident angles inc has been measured. For the flat prototype resonance conditions are met within an angular margin of inc =±9º (see Fig.5 ) whereas for the smooth bent prototype the obtained angular margin is inc =±8º (see Fig.6 ).
The presented results show that it is possible to obtain a flexible AMC hardly (or even without) reducing the bandwidth of AMC performance with respect to a rigid AMC that uses the same unit cell design. IV. CONCLUSIONS In this contribution, the design of a flexible uniplanar AMC based on FEM simulations has been presented. A prototype has been manufactured using a bendable dielectric substrate and has been characterized by means of reflection coefficient phase measurements in anechoic chamber under flat and bent conditions. Broad AMC operation bandwidth and polarization angle independency under normal incidence has been found in both flat and bent situations. Performance under oblique incidence has been also tested.
The presented uniplanar design without via holes, together with the flexible characteristic, low cost, simple fabrication and integration, make it very attractive for applications involving antennas in wearable systems, RFID tags and also as part of Microwave Integrated Circuits (MICs).
